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Karl-Heinz HotImann (München), Prof. Ingo Müller (Berlin) and Prof. Jücgen r:-"
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"The topics treated in the conference covered mathematical and physical as!

pects of thennodynamie eonstitutive theories and phase transitions.
Contributions to the field of constitutive theories included aspects of hyper

bolle systems, particularly those of extended thermodynamics, liquid crystal be
havior, the treatment of porous media and glaciers. Phase transitions have been
treated in several presentations on shape memory behavior, microstructures in
super alloys as weIl as Stefan problems and hysteretic behavior.

An overview of the individual contributions can be found in the subsequent
collection of abstracts:
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On the Existence of Entropy in Non-Equilibrium

H.W. Alt
We present an evolution principle in an abstract setting, which can be used

to prove the exi8ten~of an entropy. It is shown that for an ordinary differential
equation this evolution principleis equvalent to Caratheodory'a inaccessibility
axiom and therefore to the existence of entropy. Further, a first order system ia
considered. It ia ahown that in special cases ( a hyperbolicity assumption) the
existence of an entropy follows frorn the ahove principle.

I thank I. Müller who put my attention to the problem here in' Oberwolfach e
in May 1995.

Mathematical Modeling of Charge Carrier Transport in
Semiconductors: Problems and Perspectives

A.M. Anile
The semiclassical Boltzmann equation (BTE) for charged carriers in semicon

ductors is briefly introduced and same related important mathematical problems'
sre highlighted. The diffusion limit and the hydrodynamical limit are discussed
and their fOWldations are critically reviewed. A consistent approach ia proposed
~for the hydrodynamical models based on the exponential moments method for
solving the BTE (physict;illy equivalent to the prindples of extendet hydrody
namics).

Relaxation in shape-memory alloys.

K. Bhattacharya
A variety of relaxation phenomena such as the stabilization of martensite,

rubber-like behavior, evolving. hysteresis loops and stabilization of interfaces have
been observed in varioussh~pe-memoryalloys. These efJects adversely impact
technological applications. Oespite agreat deal of experimental evidence, there ia
no consensus on the mechanism.. HaWever,there ia universal agreement on certain
fundamental aspects of these- phenomena. Based on these areas of agreement, we
propose a phenomenologie8l,. butpi'edictive, model. This model is based on the
framework of thennoelasticity' augniented with an internal variable,and yields a
very interesting class of ordinary differential equations witha discontinuous forc
ing function. We show that· the model reproduces the experimental observations
remarkably weIl and use this model to propose new experiments in order to clarify
longstanding issues.
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Moment Equations in the Kinetic Theory of Gases and
'Wave Velocities

G. Boillat
We consider the evolution system for N moments of the Bolzmann equation

and we require the compatibility with an entropy law that -implies that the dis
tribution function f (x, tt c) depends only on a single polinomial variable Xin c.
Then it is possible to construct the generatort 'surh that the system asaumes in
the mainfield asymmetrie hyperbolic f~rin. For an arbitrary ! (X) the system
obtained maximizes the entropy density. If we impose that our entropy coincides
with the usual one of non-degenerate gases weobtaiil a particular exponential
function for f (X) already found by Dreyer. For these results the behavi~r of the
characteristic wave velocities for increasing number of moments is studied and we
show that in the" classical theory the maximum velocitiy increases and tenels to
infinity while in the relativistie case the wave and· shock velocities are bound~d

by the speed of light.

Nonlinear Kinematic Hardening

M. Brokate
We consider a certain class of elastoplastic rate independent stress-strain laws,

namely those ofkinematic hardening type, which inc1ude the models of Prager,
Armstrong 'and Frederick, Chaboche and Mr6z. We prove wellposedness in the
space of absolutely continuous functions both for the stress-controlled and the
strain-controlled case under appropriate restrietions of the domain of definition.

Seme Observations in Elementary GeQmetry, Toy & Every
day Physical Phenetnena

W. Bürger
Starting with the taxicab geometry of Karsruhe and Max Bill's family of

half aphere twins which decorate the courtyard of the mathematics department
of the university there, the lecture dwelt upon seVeral simple but nonetheless
surprising phenomena, among others the balance of a ruler on two fingers, the
paper clip top made from one single wire, the butter toast catastrophe, some
toilet paper problems, and a theory of flying kites which allows the rising of
kites to be calculated. It was shown how the work in offices can be made more
pleasant by building business office boomerangs which are difficult to get rid off
by throwing. Emphasis was laid on the importance of ORIGAMI (paper folding)
for the teaching of elementary geometry, and it was demonstrated how any angle
in the plane can be trisected exactly by only three.straight falds.
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Stress and Heat Flux in Non-inerlial Reference Frames

o. Cercignani
Chapman and Cowling noted that, in a non-inertial frame of reference, this

stress tensor may depend on the angular velocity of the frame and obtained an
approximate expansion in which the total pressme was found to be negative for
sufticiently strang angular velocities (88 consequence ofthe approximati9n). More
than thirty years tater, in 1972, Müller showed that the heat ftux depends on w
too. In this talk,' based on research done in collaboration with Paolo Biscari, we
compute the heat ftux and the stress tensor in a gas assuming that wr, where
T i8 the microscopic collision time, is non-negligible, even when T is smail. Our
results oonfirm those of Müllerfor small angular velocities and show that, even
when is large, the inertial effects always reduce the heat ftux and the magnitude
of the stress tensor. Since T ia usually very small, the effects we predict are
not easy to observe, unless we Are able to put our system into a very strang
rotation.. Granular materials may be a good example to observe these inertial
effects: In these systems, even if we UBually are at high densities, T ia much higher
than in gases, since the' much greater size of the particles ( here grains, rather
thanmolecules) increases the average collision time, an thus a much smaller w
ia required to make WT significant. We have not been able, so far, to develop a
theory holding from low to high values of w which can be applied to the same
observed experh~ental apparatus. This is important to judge the objectivity of
the theory and will be our next cancern.

Evolving Microstructure of Single Crystal Superalloys

w. Dreyer
Because of their favorable properties at high temperatures two phase nickel

based. single crystal superalloys have been used for many yesrs as turbine blade
material.. In service the blades are subject to complex thermal and mechanical
loading conditions which change between low and high temperature as well as
between tension, compression and torsion. In the virginal superalloy, the ordered
'Y'-phase precipitates within the disordered 'Y-phase resulting in an almost periodic
pattern of i -cuboids. The crystal structure of both phases is face centered cubic.
HoweverJ the lattice parameters of both phases are different which leads to the
fonnation of eigenstreeses.

As a consequence of the eigenstresses andof the aforementioned loads a change
of the morphology of the metastable ('Y - i)-structure will occur.

At a given temperature T, and for given externalload f, we describe the ther
momechanic8J micr08tate of the superalloy by the fields of strain, concentration
of alloy elements and by the order parameter that measures their distribution
over the lattice sites. The field equations for these fields rely on Cahn-Hilliard
type equations. It is crucial to take into account the different elastic properties
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of the phases..

•••••
The figure shows the evolving rDicrostructure for. the special case that the

vertical load axis deviates by 12° to the (OOl)-erystal axis. The change of the
intitial state showri in the left picture, to the rafted structure ie due to a tensile
load and laste at 950°0 about 200 houre.

Constitutive Theories of Shape Memory Alloys Related tQ
Microstructure

F. Falk ".~.

The shape memory effeet ia due to a martensitic phase transition defonning
the crystal lattice. Because of elastie misfit of the produet phase within the
matrix of the parent phase inhomogeneous micr08tructures arrays at two differ
ent length acales. As a consequence, the defo~ation to be observed differs on
different length seales and one thoroughly has to cliscriminate between different
levels of description. For shape ~emory alloys the defonnation on each level are
discussed. Moreover, eonstitutive theories covering the whole range from miero
scopie dimensions up to macroscopic polycrystals are reviewed and their interre
lations are diseussed. Special emphasis is given to Landau and Ginzburg-Landau
theories.

The Principle of VirtuaI" Power and the Power of Inte~nal
Forees

M. Fremond
_ In continuum solid mechanics the power of the interna! forces is chosen as
., f uD (V) dO where er ia the stress tensor and D (17) ia the strain rate tensor.

Are there other choices which are useful for mechanics?
1. Let us consider a mixture of sand and long textile fibres ( used to make

very effective retaining walls in civil engineering). The fibres apply actions at a
distance. Thus, the power of the interior forces

-JuD (V)dn+ JJ2M (x,y)(x- YJ (v (x) - V(y»)dxdy

takes eare of the distance actions applied by the fibres (M (x, y) ia a new gereral
ized interior force ( the intensity of an interaction force».
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2. Damage, for instance damage of concrete, results from microscopic motions.
We decide to take into account the power of these micr08copic motions and at the
same time to remain at the macroscopic level. The volume fraction of undamaged
material is introduced (ß (x, t)). The power

-f O"D(Y)dn- f {ß.8+ M grad.8}dn

takes into account the microseopic motions.
In case (1) and (2). partial differential equations describe the evolution ofe,

etmctures

t::.ü - f {(x- ii) (ü(x) - ü(y))}+ (z - ii)dy +f = Ö, +B.C.

where {x}~ = sup{O,x} (the fibres have a unilateral behavior!), f are the body
forces,

div (ß grad ü) + f 0

.8-t::.ß-w+~(gradü)2+81(ß)+aL (.8) -+ 0, +I.C.• +B.C.

where I ie the indicator function of [0,1) and I of Rn (n > 0).
3. The system made of a point and a fixed plane js defonnable because the

distance of the point to plane changes. Because it is deformable, there are interial
forces which are defined by their virtual work

-ßint.Y+ (t) +Y- (t) -1~ R (r) V (r) dr
2 h

The ve10city is a bounded variational function. V+ is the right limit and
V- the left value at a discontinuity point. The resulting evolution equation is a
differential indusion.

A Continuum Approach to Model Induced Anisotropy in
Glaeiers and lee sheets

K. Hutter
The talk presents a formulation of a continuum model for so-called (stress

or deformation) induced anisotropy in natural ice which, unlike computer based
models, can be 'incorporated in (numerical) simulations of large ic~ masses to
account for the effects of this process on the flow of these bodies in a physi
cally reasonably acceptable fashion. To do this, natural ice is treated as rigid
(elastic), non-linear viscous material which can develop transverse isotropie be
havior ... (thus acco~ting for the simplest kind of induced anisotropy in natural
ice masses) , - where the degree of such anisotropy at each point is eontrolled
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by the distributioD of crystal glide plane orientations there. This distribution ia
described by a sCKalled distribution functioD, for which an evolution relation can
be derived. The central eonstitutive assumption of this fonnulation relates this
distribution to the "structure" tensor representing the transverse isotropy of the
material. We present a few examples under shearing defonnations and also show
that the model predicts isotropie behavior and recovers the classieal behavior
at a point, when the distribution function of crystal glide plane orientations is
uniform there.

Nwnerical Solutions for Dynamic Formation of Phase Mix-
tures -

I-Shih Liu
One-dimensional motion of a body capable of phase transitions is ohen de

scribed by the UBUal equ~tions of elasticity with a non-monotone stress~strain

relation. We give a numerieal treatment for a .Riemann problem of an elaStic
bar based on the sequence of solutions for a rate type viscoelastic problem aB
the relaxation parameter tends to zero. It is found that approximate Bolutions
may consist of numerous successive stationary jump discontinuities in strain,thus
interpreted as phase mixtures. Such jump discontinuities in the vanishing relax
ation limit beeome intense oscillations, which we call oscillation waves. It gives
rise to the so-called measure-valued solutions for which the mean values of the
state variables and the fluxes, based on the probability measures induced by the
approximate solutions, satisfy the system in the sense of distributions. Numerical
determination of the mean values and the verifieation of Rankine-Hugoniot con
ditions are shown for initial Riemann data inside the region of phase transitions.

'The Effect of Geometrie Shape on Behavior in Saint Venan
t's Principle

R.J. Knops
This accOWlt of a joint study with L.E. Payne is prompted by the realization

that although the mathematical investigation of Saint Venant 's principle should
be within the context of the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle, the former, formulated
originally for cylindrical regions yields exponential asymptotic decay behavior of
the solution, while the latter principle, at least in its classical fonn, was estab
lished for sectorial regions and admits algebraic (alternative) behavior. Geometry
obviously affects behavior.

Additionally, however, behavior is also affected by the average measures of
the solution. For example, the method adopted here employs the surface energy
flux taken over plane spherical and more general surfaces (for which a first order
differential inequality is derived and discussed) and thus might be expected to
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afIect the descriptions of the 801utionts behavior.
These interrelationships are here illustrated by several examples for sectorial

regions (e.g., cones in R3, the half-space, exterior regions and the whole space);
and the thick plate with plane faces, including the quarter 8pace. For simplicity,
only linearized elasticity is discussed under appropriate homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions, but other theories and boundary conditions can also be
considered.

These examples suggest that those regions for which at least one-dimension
remains bounded (e.g. cylinders and thick plates) admit exponential alternative
behavior for the solution, while for regions for which all three dimensions become
unbounded (e.g. cones in Rn, n = 2t 3) admit algebraic alternative behavior.
The manifold over which the solution ia averaged appears not to have any affect.

On the DynanUc Pressure in Relativistic Gases

G. M. Kremer
Based on extended thermodynamics of a single relativistic gas it ia shown that

the dynamic pressure is due to an expansion proportional to the divergence of the
four-velocity of order 1/c4 , and a heating proportional to the divergence of the
heat ftux of order 1/c2, which provides the leading contribution to the dynamic
pressure.

For a chemically reacting non-diffusive binary mixture it ia shown, that even
a non-relativistic mixture .or gases has a non-vanishing bulk visC08ity, which ia
determined by the mass defect (or the heat of reaction). Moreover, the thermal
conductivity is also affected by the heat of reaction.

Thermodynamics of Hysteresis

P. Krejli
We propose a hysteretic model of a temperature-strain-stress constitutive law

for thermoelastoplastic materials which ia compatible with the second principle of
thermodynamics. We derive the expressions for the hysteresis free energy and en
tropy operators and prove the ~xistenceof 8Olutions to an initial-boundary value
problem for the corresponding equation of motion coupled with the energy bal
ance equation goveming the uniaxial dynamical behavior of a thermoelastoplastic
solid.

Same Flow Effects in a Continuum Theory for Smectic C
Liquid Crystals

F.M. Leslie
In arecent paper, Leslie, Stewart and Nakagawa propose a continuum the

ory for smectic C liquid crystals that employs two 8Ssumptions to simplify the
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resulting theory, on that the layers remain of CODstant thickness and the second
that the tUt of the mean molecular alignment with respect to the layer Donna!
remains fixed. Such a theory although restricted in its range of applicability is
likely to be useful in modeling behavior in certain display devices.

After a brief summary of the theory this' paper.. reviews' progress in analyses
of ßow eflects employing the theory. FirstlYt.it shows that the theory can predict
flow alignment when the layers are parallel to the bounding plates, as ohserved
in practice. Also, it discusses the response to shear flow in som~ detail including
transverse ftow eflects for this particular eSse. Finally, a solution ia presented
describing a "backfloweffect" when an initially distorted alignment relaxes', thus
clearly demonstrating the need to include ftow in transient behavior in display
devices.

Thermomechanical Theory of Martensitic Phase 'Iransi
tions in Inelastic Materials

v. Lemtas
A general thermomechanical theory of phase transitions (PT) in elastoplastic

materials is presented. The PT criteriort and extremum principIe for the deter
mination of a11 unknown parameters are derived. A number of boundary-value
problems are solved analytica11y and numerically:

• PT in a thin layer under applied nonna! and ahear stresses,

• PT under compression and shear in Bridgemananvil,

• PT in a spherical inclusion within elastoplastic cylindrical matrix (coherent
and non-coherent interface, interface with fracture),

• propagation of non-coherent interfaces,

• progress of PT region in elastic and elastoplastic specimen.

eStefan Problems and the Maximal Entropy Condition

s. Luckhaus
An interpretation is given for the implicit time discretization for the classical

Stefan problem:

X E H (u), H the Heaviside function,

under the constraint 0 ~ X ~ 1

which easily extends to Gibbs-Thomson laws for the phase change. This form of
the discretization of (1) is:

J( 2 1 2
e-x) +h!le-e(t-h)IIH-l --.min
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[e = u + X - the energy density]
In the Gibbs-Thomson law X E H (u) is replaced by u - mean curvature of

the. phase interface. The corresponding implicit time discretization is

J(e - X)2 f 1 2
-2- + Q I.Vxl + 2h lIe - e(t - h)IIH-l --+ min under X (1 - X) == 0

This can also be extended to systems of heat and mass diffusion in alloys, which
in each phase can be written as

Bt (e, c) = V (AoVü) , ii = -aso
where So (e, c) the entropy density in each phase is assllmed to be convex. The
corresponding generalization is:

1
S-E Xo8o(e, c)+E 'Yoß (IVXol + IVxßI + IV (Xo + Xß)I)+2T < [6 (e, c) t 6 (e, c)}

o ~ 1

minimal for Xo (1 - Xo) == 0, E xo == 1.

L ü = div (EAoXo (t - h) Vii), 6(e,c) = (e,c) - (e(t - h) ,c(t - h»

Wlder additional conditions [ esp.IB8~ 1 (ü) - aSp) (11)I ~. c > 0] converg~nce is
shown to:

Bt (e, c) = div (E AoXQVü), XQu = -XQBSQ(e, c)

mesn curvature of the interface between the 0- and ß-phase proportional to

8S~ (11) - as; (11) = as~) (11) - asp) (il).

Symmetry-breaking Transformations and Transformation
Twins

M. Pitten
The investigation of microstructures is largely based on the knowlegde of

the transformation twins that are possible for a erystal undergoing a symmetry
breaking, diffusionless phase transition. In order to have a complete description of
this phenomenon, we suitably localize the general invarianee group GL (3, Z) of a
simple lattice by restrieting the attention to a suitable neighborhood Ne of some
lattice C, the latter beeing asstuned to have maximal symmetrie for simplicity
(and completeness). If E a are basis vectors for the lattice having metric G, for
any metric C in Ne the lattice group (arithmetic holohedry) L (E a ) ~ L (Ea )

and two metrices (), 6 have the same lattice group if and only if the have the
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same holohedry: P (Ea ) = P (Ea). Thus all the possible symmetry-breaking
transitions in Ne are analyzed by studying the holohedral suhgroups of P (Ea ) .

This also allows ~ to analyze the possible rank-l connections among the variants
of the low-symmetry configurations, concluding that there are not only (generic)
conventional (type-l, -2, cornp6und) twins, hut also generic non-conventional (in
hexagonal öptical" monoclinics and c~bic monoclinics "cubic axes") non-generic
(cubic monoclinics, both types and triclinics) and certain connections do not exist
(in orthorhombics).Thus we fully classify the possibilities, providing fonnulars for
the twin planes and the shear amplitude.

Precursor Oscillations

R.C. Rogers
I present a model of a solid-solid phase transitions that demonstrates a pos

sible mechanismby which small amplitude oscillations in a symmetrie austen
ite phase can be induced before a first order phase transition to finely twinned
martensite. The model is one-dimensional and includes a triple-well potential
with a central austenite weIl fianked by two martensite wells. The austenite
well's height decreases with temperature 8S its eoncavity (elastic modulus at
austenite) hardens. The first result I present shows that a combination of a soft
austenite modulus and strong interaction with an interna! variable or order para
meter can cause a bif~cation to small amplitude oscillations within the austenite
weIl. These branches of solutions would be either sub-critical 01' super-critical
depencling on the sign of the fourth derivative of the austenite weH at its critical
point. I also present" a global bifurcation picture in the special case of multiple
quadratic wells.

Recent Results on Extended Thermodynamies

T. Ruggeri
Aher a brief summary of the mathematical structure of the E. T. theory is

presented, astate of the arts is given that includes

1. Equivalence of E. T. and the Maximum Entropy principle,

2. E. T. of high moments (wave velocities , light scattering, shock structure,
wave velocities for increasing moments),

3. E. T. of radiation,

4. heat conductivity and bulk viscosity,

5. hydrodynamical models for semiconductors,

6. nesting theories.
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In particular, it is shown that for asymmetrie hyperbolie system with a convex
extension it is possible to define principle subsystems that satisfy a subentropy
law' and 8ubcharacteristic conditions hold. As a consequence, it js proven that
the maximum maracteristic velocity increases when fhe number of moments in
creases and tends to infinity in a classical theory while in the relativistic case the
maximum ia boun~ed by the speed of light.

Adaptive Optimization of Airfoils by Sbape Memory Alloys

S. Seelecke .
Airplanes of the future will have wings that adapt to Changing flow eonditions

byoptimizing their shape during the ftight. This can be done by a grid of shape
memory wires applied to the surface oE the airfoil. Upon heating, the individ
ual segments of the grid contract, and - within certain limits - one can obtain·
arbittarily shaped profiles. Some optimal.shapes are derived from the potential
theory of aerodynamies, and a model for a shape memory wi~e ia presented, whirh
ia capablE! of simulating the time evolution of the deformation when "the wire is
heated. Finally, as a first step to use it as a contral device, the wire is eoupled
to an elastic beam, and the resu1ting bending problem ia soJved.

An Extended Moment Method in Radiative Transfer: The
Matrices of Mean Absorption and Scattering ·Coefficients

H. Struchtrup
The goal of radiation thennodynamics ia the detennination of the transfer

of radiative energy and momentum as well as of the interchange of energy and
momentum between radiation and matter.

In principle the problem ie solved when the radiative transfer equation with
all interaction terms is known. Of interest are the thermodynamic quantities
energy, momentum, energy and momentum interchange, enttopy, etc... They
may be calculated from the photon phase density OI' the intensity of radiation and
the speetral absorption and scattering coefDcients by integration over all photon
frequencies and directions. The photon phase density follows as the solution of e
the radiative transfer equation which ia - in general -' not analytically solvable.

An alternative approach to the problem .ia the method of moments: One
derives moment equations from the radiative transfer equation and obtains an
infinite set oI partial differential equations which may replace the racliative trans
fer equation. Since it makes DO sense to deal with an infinite number of equations
one has to restrict attention to a limited number of moments. The question ia how
many and which moments are needed for a satisfactory description of radiative
proceaaes.

Multiplication ofthe radiative transfer equation with k"n(il •.. n",,) and subse
quent integration over the wave-vector ki = kn, yields a set of transfer equations
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for the moments

I~

U(il ...... ) = Jk rn(j, .. · no..)/ dk,

where I is the phO~D distribution funct.ion.
The clomre by means of the entropy inaximum principle leads to a closed set

field equations rcr the moments. The field equations are coupled by matrices of
mean absorption- and scattering coeflicients. .' . .

We chose the moments U(il"~) with r = 0, 1, ... ,R; n = 0, 1, ... ,N as vari
ables and discuss which yalues R, N must be chosen' in order to obtain reasonable
results. .

'. To do this we consider .two simple processes, the homogeneous compression
and relaxation of radiation and a beam which imerges into an atmospere. Both
processes are calculated from the radiation transfer equation 8S weIl as from the
moment equat~ons. ~mparisionof the results leads to values for Rand N. .

Cahn-Hilliard Hydrodynamics

L. '1huJkinovsky
We develop a new n partial miscibilitY' regularization of the classical Navier

Stokes equations which provide a continuum description of the interface region
between immiscible fluids". An additional sealar field is introduced to describe the
concentration of one of the fluid components in· a mixture. The resulting system of
equations couples the fluid flow with a compressible version of the Cahn-Hilliard
diffusion. An important feature of this ~odel is the nonhydrostatic nature of the
stress tensor even in the absence of viSC08ity, which gives rise to the effects of
surface tension. We show that unless densities. of the constituents are perfectly
matched the straightforward incompressibility asswnption has to be substitut.ed
by what we refer to as quasi-incompressibility (kinernatic pressure enters the
expression for the chemical potential). We establish some gereral properties of the
Cahn-Hilliard-Navier-Stokes system an study analytically and nwnerically some
simple examples of topological transitions like droplet annihilation and breaking
of jets.

Dynamies of Point Defects in Nematic Liquid Crystals

E.G. Vit'YQ
The topological theory of defects assigns acharge to every point defect ex

hibited by nematic liquid crystals. Complex phenomena have been observed in
capillary tubes involving the appearance and disappearance, along the &Xis of the
tube, of periodie arrays of defects with altemating sign of charge. Here we move
a step towards understanding these phenom~na by considering a simple system,
which would serve as an instructive example. We develop a mathematical model
fit to describe the evolution in time of three defects. We write the differential
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equations that rule this peculiar dynamical system: they show, in particular, how
adefeet is draggecl in the wake of another with a velocity which depends on the
distance between them.

High Moment Methods applled to Light Scattering, Plane
Harmonie Waves and Shock Structures

Wolf Weiss
The macroscopic state of a gas may be described by the 13 fields mass density,

velocity, temperat\ire, pressme deviator and heat ftux. These quantities are de
fined 8S moments of the distribution function. The Boltzmann equation implies
a set of transfer equations for these moments. Howevei, the sy~tem is not closed,
but it can be dosed by Grad's moment theory or by the maximization of the
entropy.

Thete aee circUM.stances where this system does' not agree suflicient to the
measurements.. In that case one Can derive a system of equations for more than
13 moments. These high moment theories are applied in the following several
phenomena.

• In a light scattering experiment a laser beam passeS trough a gas and it
ia due to the microscopic ßuctuations of the density that the laser light
will be scattered. The spectrum of the scattered light ia observed under
the scattering angle 9, which is the angle between the laser beam and the
photomultiplier. If 9 is small then the larP ftuctuations are observed, while
small ftuctuations become detected for .targe fJ.

• In an resonator the phase velocity and the damping of plane harmonic wave&
are measured as functions of the frequency.

• In a stationary one-dimensional shock one can observe the density profile
for different Mach numbers. .

For large values of scattering angle, frequency and Mach number many mo- _
menta are needed-to describe the pro~ satisfactorily. Thus if in a given process •
the moments changes rapidly in space or time, or the process is far frorn equilib-
rium many moments are needed to describe such an process.

Thermodynamies of Multicomponent Porous Materials with
the Balance Equation of Porosity

K. Wilmanski
The' work is devoted to the construction of the thermodynamical model of

the multicomponent poroUB material which ia described by the following field.s:
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{pS, p' , ... ,pA} partial mass densities of the skeleton and of the A fluid cornp~

nents, r -motion of the ale1eton, 'XQ
- part~al velocities of fluid components,

n - porosity, 9 - commoD temp~atW'eof components, 'all of them defined of the
reference configuration of the skeleton B and time in~rval :J. It is assumed that
the porosity n ia driven by its~ b_ce equation

:: +Diw= ~i J - flux ofporosity, U-sOurce of por08ity.

This equation is motivated by the averali:ng of the changing geometry of the
microstructure. Certain properties of static and kinematic interactioDS of com
ponents are discussed' in details.

Thermomechani~of· a Pe:ptid,e Chain

H~~ ~

The considered peptide chain ia asswned.t9 be a smooth deforming line, ~ch
point having both trans~.tionaland rotati~naldegrees of freedom. There are the
following kinematical co~straints:

1. every cell is ~~ed to be a rigidbody,

2. there are only two (dih~dra1 angles). relative degrees of freedorn bew~n
adjacent cells. .

The interna! energy. is inVli'riant with respeet to rigid motions and loeal; t1}e
appropriate expressions are proved to describe also the hydrogen bonds (non-l~cal

in the continuum). ne whole system js described by 16 first order PDE's; it ~as
derived by Zorski ~d Inf~ld. Now, the temperatu.re is introduced and the final
equations and the second law are derived following Liu's procedure. Appropriate
kinematical assumptions e.g. the rotation axis ja constant, lead to exact solutions.
Thus, in the variablee=8-Vt, where 8 ia a parameter along the continuous chain
and V is a conatant velocity, there ia a following exact solution: the temperature
ia a classieal kink (hyperbolie .tangent) and the Une, starting frorn e= -00 is a
helix ( alm08t) as long as the temperature ja constant ( almost) , than it breaks
away. From the cylhider, and when·the temperature beoomes again constant, the
curve again approacltes a helix wOWld arounda different cylinder. This solution
may be regarded as an ele~entarYaet of destruetion and healing of the helix by
a temperature kink. It may play. part in solVing the problem of folding of peptide
chains. .

Berichterstatter: 8te/an Seelecke
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